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ABSTRACT 

English is important because English needed in all aspect of human life. Remain that it 

is important; almost all educational level apply English as subject in lesson.One of them is SMP 

Katolik St. Jibrael Kalabahi. In study English, there are four basic skill that have to be mastered 

by the students, such; speaking, writing, listening and reading. Reading and listening as 

receptive skills, while speaking and writing as a productive skills. A productive  skill enable 

student to express ideas and communication to others. Base on it, the writer interest to know 

students skill in writing of Seventh Grade student of SMP Katolik St. Jibrael Kalabahi in writing 

dialog of gratitude expression, because for the beginning level students dialog writing is a good 

way to allow some creative freedom in writing. In conducting this research the writer use 

descriptive qualitative method.  In gaining the data, the writer gave test to ask the student  to 

write the dialog base on the situation which was given  and interview five student as the 

representative of  twenty two in seventh grade student. Based on the data gained, the result 

shows that from twenty two students; 10 student or 45,45%  had Excellent score, 8 student or 

36,36% had Good score, and 4 students or 18, 18% were Fail. It means that, 89% students have 

ability in writing dialog of gratitude expression. The data give signals that the seventh grade 

students of SMP KatolikSt. Jibrael had master the gratitude expression. This study result can 

give important suggestion for the reader that The condition where students are also influence 

student motivation to study both at school or at home. They must feel confortable to study. Both 

of parents and teacher have the same responsibility for the student to keep and protect them. 
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1. Introduction 

English as a global language also play important roles in society. In Indonesian English is 

taught as foreign language (EFL). However English is not a nature in Indonesian but as a 

target language that is learned in educational system.It is different with English teaching 

in Malaysia or United State of America, in which people should learnEnglish in condition 

where the language is used for communication in their daily life(Setyadi, 2006: 20).It 

also makes a different way to teach English because language teaching is influenced by 

ideas of the nature of languageand the learning condition that makes learners to acquire 

the language.Setyadi also adds different in language theory may effect the teaching 

methods.As a language learner, it is important to know about the appropriate methods or 

strategies, in order to make the learners understand all the skills will be thaught. 

 As  Snow Don (2007: 4) states, a good learners is someone who was succeded in gaining 

the best command in English possible, and also someone who has skills and effective 



language learner who knows how to learn a new language and how to teach these skills to 

students. 

There are four English skills that became the focus of English language of educational 

teaching and learning in Indonesia, includes speaking, reading, listening and writing. 

Reading and listening as a receptive skills,while speaking and writing as a productive 

skills.   

As it has been mention above, writing is one of the English skills, and both of speaking 

and writing are productive language skills that anable a language user to express ideas 

and communication to others. Language learner have to consider about the goal of 

teaching process, consist of what kind of skills they  are supposed to be reach in 

classroom activity.There are many types of writing activity in the classroom include 

writing assigments. One of writing assigment that usualy used by teacher to increase 

students writing skill is writing dialog.  

Writing dialogue is types of writing assignments done by students based on the school 

curriculum to improve student’s skills in writing. For beginning level students, dialog 

writing is a good way to allow some creative freedom in writing while still keeping the 

task conceptually simple (Snow Don, 2007:161). It even though the students is free to 

express their writing but they must be still consider about some criteria in writing, 

especially in writing dialog. So, writing is not about cognitive aspect but also 

psychomotor because the students have to produce it in written text. It seems difficult 

because the students have to consider about the aspect in writing and it makes student 

faced the difficult when they are witting. 

2. Source text 

Definition of Terms 

To avoid misunderstanding, the writer clarifies some terms which are used in this 

writing as follow: 

1. Problem  

Problem is a thing that is difficult to understand, Hornby (2005). In this case the 

writer will find out the difficulties faced by seventh grade students to write especially in 

writing a dialog of gratitude expression.  

2. Writing  

Hornby (2005) is also stated writing means the activity of write. It is one of four 

basic skills in English. Both writing and speaking are productive skill. In this study 

writing means that English skill that have to be achieved by students, especially in 

writing dialogue of gratitude expression. 

3. Dialogue 

According to Snow Don (2007:161), dialogue refers to a kind of writing assignment 

done by students to improve their writing skill. 

4. Gratitude 



Bull (2008) states gratitudeis a feeling of being grateful and wanting to 

expressthank. 

5. Expression 

 Cobuild (2006) says expression is the showing of feeling when you are doing 

something, such as acting, singing, angry, laughing, crying, etc. 

Writing as means of communication 

Writing will be used as a generic term to refer to all the various activities that 

involves transferring thought through paper. Writing that focuses primarily on the 

conventions of language form, for example. Grammatical or lexical structures will be termed 

transcription. The term composition will refers to the skills involved in effectively 

developing and communicating an idea or making a point (Dvorak Quoted in Lee & 

Vanpatten, 1995: 214). 

All written text types have two things in commonly. Firstly, they are written to 

communicate a particular message, and secondly, they are written to communicate to 

somebody. Our message and who we are writing to influence what we write and how we 

write. In case, if you write a note to yourself to do something, you may write in terrible hand 

writing and use note form or single words that other people would not understand. If you 

write a note for your friend to remind him/her of something, your note will probably be 

clearner and a bit more polite. 

Writing is transforming thoughts into language. It means we need to think about the 

content of our writing first and then arrange the ideas using appropriate language (for 

example: grammar and vocabulary). Consequently we must learn about organizational skills 

in writing. 

Writing involves several sub-skills. Some of these are related to accuracy, i.e. using 

the correct forms of language. Writing accurately involves spelling correctly, forming letters 

correctly, writing legibly, punctuating correctly, using correct layouts, choosing the right 

vocabulary, using grammar correctly, joining sentences correctly and using paragraphs 

correctly. However, writing is not just about accuracy. It is also about having a message and 

communicating it successfully to other people. To do this, we need to have enough ideas, 

organize them well and express them in an appropriate style. 

 Writing Dialogue 

 Writing dialogue is types of writing assignments done by students based on the school 

curriculum to improve student’s skills in writing. For beginning level students, dialogue writing 

is a good way to allow some creative freedom in writing while still keeping the task conceptually 

simple (Snow Don, 2007:161). In other words, studentsare given chance to create their writing 

task but still consider about written English language convention or basic formal features in 

writing English. 

 

Definition of Thanking 



According to Collins (2003) the word “thank” has several meanings as below: 

1. To convey feelings of gratitude.  

2. To hold responsible: he has his creditors to thank for his bankruptcy.  

3. Used in exclamations of relief: thank goodness; thank God.  

4. I'll thank you to use ironically to intensify a command, request, etc: I'll thank you to 

mind your own business.  

The word “thank”, derived from several languages Old English thancian; related to Old 

Frisian thankia, Old Norse thakka, Old Saxon, Old High German thancōn. 

Thanking People and Responding to Thanks 

In Mukarto (2007) gives some examples of thanking someone and the response of the 

expression such as below: 

Table 1. Thanking And Response 

Thanking Response 

Thanks It’s OK 

Thank you very much You’re welcome 

Thank you for your help It was my pleasure 

That was very kind of you Don’t mention it 

How can I ever thank you? That’s quite all right 

I really appreciate what you’ve 

done for me 

Not at all 

I can’t thank you enough No need to thank me 

 Thanks a lot for your 

help 

Based on the examples above the writer can say every expression has its own response we can 

give response based on the expression that is given by the teller. 

Gratitude Expression Based on The Function of The Expression 

a. Thanking for directions 

Sample phrases (from formal to informal): 

A 

 

B 

: 

 

: 

Thank you so much for your directions. You've been a 

tremendous help. 

It was my pleasure. 



A 

 

B 

: 

 

: 

Thank you for taking the time to explain it to me. I hope it wasn't 

too much of bother. 

Not at all. It was the least I could do. 

A : Thanks for all your help. I really appreciate it. 

B 

A 

B 

: 

: 

: 

You're welcome. Good luck. 

Thanks a million! 

Forget it/don’t worry about it. 

b. Thanking for invitations 

Sample phrases: 

A : Thank you for inviting me. Of course I'll come. 

B : Great! We're sure to have a lot of fun. 

A : Thanks for your invitation, but I'm afraid I won't be able to come. 

I've got an appointment. 

B : I'm sorry to hear that. We'll certainly miss you.  

c. Thanking for gifts 

Sample phrases: 

A : Thank you very much for the flowers. They look so beautiful.Are 

they from your garden? 

B : Yes. I'm glad you like them. Happy anniversary! 

A : Thanks a lot, but you really shouldn't have. 

B : Well, I just wanted to show my appreciation for your kindness.  

d. Thanking  for favor 

Sample phrases: 

A 

B 

A 

B 

: 

: 

: 

: 

Thank you so much for lending me your bicycle. 

Don't mention it. Let me know if you need it again. 

Thanks for doing the washing-up. 

It was nothing. I enjoyed helping you. 

 

e. Thanking for offers of help 

Sample phrases: 

A 

B 

A 

B 

: 

: 

: 

: 

Can I take you to the airport? 

Thank you. That would be great. 

 Do you need help carrying these suitcases? 

Thanks, but I'll manage OK by myself. 

 

f. Thanking for expressions of sympathy 



 Sample phrases: 

A 

B 

A 

B 

: 

: 

: 

: 

I'm sorry to hear your grandmother is ill. 

Thank you. I hope she'll be all right. 

 That's too bad about your car. 

Thanks. I think the police will find some clues. 

g. Thanking for compliments and wishes of success 

Sample phrases: 

A 

B 

A 

B 

: 

: 

: 

: 

You are such a good cook! 

Thanks. I learned a lot from my mother. 

 Good luck with your exams! 

Thanks. I'll need it! 

 

3. Analysis 

a. Finding 

There was  one problem that had been stated in chapter I. What are the problems 

in writing dialogue of gratitude expression faced by the seventh grade students of 

SMPK St Jibrael ofKalabahi in academic year 2016/2017. 

In this study, the writer used test, and interview to collect the data to be analyzed 

to find out students’ difficulties in writing dialog of gratitude expression. The result of 

study as follows:  

Test Result 

The test is given to measure how far the students have understood the gratitude 

expression to writing dialog. The writer used writing test, this test consist of 30 items to 

the 22 students. The results of the test are bellow:  

Table 2. Students Test Result 

Students 

Names 

Correct 

Answer 

Maximum 

Weight 

Score Level of 

Mastery 

1 25 30 83 Excellent  

2 25 30 83 Excellent  

3 25 30 83 Excellent  

4 25 30 83 Excellent  

5 25 30 83 Excellent  

6 20 30 66 Good  

7 20 30 66 Good  

8 20 30 66 Good  

9 5 30 16 Fail 

10 5 30 16 Fail  

11 20 30 66 Good  

12 20 30 66 Good 

13 25 30 83 Excellent  



14 25 30 83 Excellent  

15 25 30 83 Excellent  

16 25 30 83 Excellent  

17 25 30 83 Excellent  

18 20 30 66 Good 

19 20 30 66 Good 

20 5 30 16 Fail 

21 5 30 16 Fail 

22 20 30 66 Good 

 

Based on the table above the writer classified students’ grade of mastery on 

writing dialog of gratitude expression as suggested by Arikunto (2003:251) in table 

below: 

Table 3. Students Grade Mastery 

Value Number of Students Grade 

80-100 10 Excellent 

66-79 8 Good 

56-65 - Sufficient 

40-55 - Poor 

30-39 4 Fail 

 

Based on the table above, the writer found that from twenty two students; 10 

student or 45,45%  had Excellent score, 8 student or 36,36% had Good score, and 4 

students or 19, 18% were Fail. It means that, 81% students have ability in writing dialog 

of gratitude expression. The data give signals that the seventh grade students of SMP 

KatolikSt. Jibrael had master the gratitude expression.  

4. Discussion   

The discussion of  student Test result 

The test used in this research is a writing test and given to 22 students. This test 

consists of 10 items there were three answers for every items so it was 30. Here the 

writerasked the students to write on their own word with a partner to create the 

conversation based on each following situation, in aims to know their ability in writing 

dialog of gratitude expresion. 

The test used in this research is a conversation tests and given to 22 students. This test 

consists of 10 situations to ask the student tocreate the conversation based on each 

following situation. 



1. Somebody says something nice about your shoes. 

Conversation  :  

                 A : Your shoes is beautiful 

                B : Thanks 

                A : It’s ok 

2. Somebody returns the pen you’ve lost 

Conversation  :  

                 A : This yours pen, I get under the table 

                B : Thank you very much 

                A : You’re welcome 

3. Somebody asks you to have a trip to Bali 

Conversation  :  

                 A : I want you to go with me to Bali 

                B : That was very kind of you 

                A : Don’t mention it 

4. Someone gives you a poster 

Conversation  :  

                 A : This poster for you 

                B : That was very kind of you 

                A : That’s quite all right 

5. Someone gives you a surprise birthday party 

Conversation  :  

                 A : Happy beards day. This party to you  

                B : How can I ever thank you? 

                A : No need to thank Me 

6. Someone says something nice about your eyes 

Conversation  :  



                 A : Your eyes so nice 

                B : Oh ya, thank you 

                A : It’s ok 

7. Someone gives you a ride to school 

Conversation  :  

                 A : You will study free with a ride 

                B : That was very kind of you 

                A : It was my pleasure  

8. Somebody treats you lunch 

Conversation  :  

                 A : To day I will treats you lunch 

                B : Thank you very much 

                A : No need to thank me 

9. Somebody cares about you 

Conversation  :  

                 A : Are you ok ? 

                B : I really appreciate what you have done for me 

                A : It was my pleasure 

10. Somebody helps you to carry your books 

Conversation  :  

                 A : Let me bring your books 

                B : Thank you for your help 

                A : No need to thank me 

From the students test result, the writer conclude that the seventh grade students of 

SMP Katolik St. Jibrael has ability in writing dialog. Only some of them can not writing 

it becouse they have low motifation to study it. 

The discussion of interview result 



The result of interview shows thatstudents were interested in study English and they 

have get attention and supporting in study, both at home or at school.They feel 

confortable of the condition of school and their environment to study. It means that, 

condition of students’ family, school, and environment influenced their learning habit. 

This interviewresult also shows that the students of  the seventh  grade  students of SMP 

KatolikSt. Jibrael Kalabahi, did not faced problem in learning English especially in 

Writing Dialog of Gratitude Expression. 

5. Conclusion  

Taking the explanation from previous chapter, the writer concluded that there was no 

problem faced by the seventh grade student of SMP Katolik St. Jibrael Kalabahi. The 

reason arise from the result of test and interview. The result of interview shows 

thatstudents were interested in study English and they have get attention and supporting 

in study both at home or at school.They feel confortable of the condition of school and 

their environment to study. 
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